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[1] AOGCMs of the two latest phases (CMIP3 and CMIP5) of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, like earlier AOGCMs, predict large regional variations in future sea level change. The model-mean pattern of change in CMIP3 and CMIP5 is very similar, and its most prominent feature is a zonal dipole in the Southern Ocean: sea level rise is larger than the global mean north of 50°S and smaller than the global mean south of 50°S in most models. The individual models show widely varying patterns, although the inter-model spread in local sea level change is smaller in CMIP5 than in CMIP3. Here we investigate whether changes in windstress can explain the different patterns of projected sea level change, especially the Southern Ocean feature, using two AOGCMs forced by the changes in windstress from the CMIP3 and CMIP5 AOGCMs. We show that the strengthening and poleward shift of westerly windstress accounts for the most of the large spread among models in magnitude of this feature. In the Indian, North Pacific and Arctic Oceans, the windstress change is influential, but does not completely account for the projected sea level change.


1. Introduction

[2] Global mean sea level is expected to rise during the 21st century; atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (AOGCMs) predict global mean thermal expansion ranging within 0.1–0.4 m in 2090 relative to 1980 to 1999 depending on the model and emissions scenario [Meehl et al., 2007]. Regional change in sea level (with respect to the geoid) depends mainly on changes in ocean density and circulation. AOGCMs predict that future regional sea level change will not be spatially uniform [Gregory et al., 2001; Yin et al., 2010; Pardaens et al., 2011]. In the mean of 21st-century projections made using the AOGCMs of CMIP3 (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3), regional sea level rise ranges from almost zero to twice the global mean thermal expansion in 2080 to 2099 relative to 1980 to 1999 [Meehl et al., 2007]. In particular, the pattern of sea level change displays a meridional dipole in the Southern Ocean: sea level rise is relatively lower south of around 50°S and relatively higher north of 50°S. In addition, sea level rise is relatively higher in the north-western part of the Pacific Ocean and in the Arctic.

[3] All the models show that sea level change will be non-uniform, but they do not show the same patterns. The features mentioned are present in most models, but their magnitude is model-dependent, and the models exhibit a great diversity of local detail (Figure S1 in the auxiliary material). Thus, there is a large inter-model spread in local sea level change, which we quantify as twice the ensemble standard deviation, among CMIP3 models [Pardaens et al., 2011] (Figure 2a). The spread is largest where sea level change differs most from the global mean, namely in the Southern Ocean, Arctic Ocean, North Atlantic and western North Pacific. It is important to understand why such differences exist between models in order to identify which aspects of the model formulation and behavior should receive most attention if the reliability of predictions is to be improved.

[4] In general terms, the differences in patterns among models could arise because they predict different sea-level changes in response to given changes in surface fluxes (of heat, freshwater and momentum, i.e., windstress), or because they predict different changes in surface fluxes. Although both may be true, and both are linked to the climate state, it is useful to distinguish them because the first would depend more on the ocean model, the second on the atmosphere model.

[5] Because the windstress change has been identified as a key driver of past and future sea level change in previous studies [Thompson and Solomon, 2002; Merrifield and Maltrud, 2011; Han et al., 2010; Timmermann et al., 2010; Sueyoshi and Yasuda, 2012], we focus on the role of surface windstress change on future sea level change, and test whether it can explain the differences among model results.

2. CMIP5 Results Compared to CMIP3

[6] The sea level change is remarkably similar in the ensemble-means of CMIP3 AOGCMs (Figures 1a and 1c) and of the newer CMIP5 AOGCMs (Figures 1b and 1d). For CMIP3, we have chosen the SRESA1B scenario because the sea level change data were available for the largest number of models, few of which offered them for 1%CO2. The 14 CMIP3 models and 13 CMIP5 models used in this study are listed in Table S1. The SRES scenarios are not used in CMIP5, and we have chosen 1%CO2 because it minimizes differences among models in the forcing, which could
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complicate the interpretation. Similar patterns of sea level change are also observed in CMIP5 simulations run under the RCPs scenarios [Yin, 2012]. We study changes in sea level between the first decade and the tenth decade of the simulations in both scenarios; for SRESA1B this means the first and last decade of the 21st century. Though different in time-profile and forcing agents, these two scenarios produce comparable magnitude of climate change; for example, the global mean surface air temperature change after 100 years is 2.32 ± 0.48 K in CMIP3 SRESA1B and 2.74 ± 0.40 K in CMIP5 1%CO2. The spatial standard deviation of sea level change lies within 0.02–0.29 m; this range is reduced to 0.05–0.11 m for the CMIP5 models except MIROC5 (Table S1). The inter-model spread is somewhat smaller in CMIP5 than CMIP3 (Figures 2a and 2b), and the signal to noise ratio (taken as the ratio of the absolute value of the mean sea level change to the standard deviation) is higher for CMIP5 than CMIP3 (Figures 2c and 2d). This difference in the multi-model spread of the CMIP3 SRESA1B and CMIP5 1%CO2 ensembles is due mainly to the models and not the forcing (auxiliary material).

For most CMIP3 and CMIP5 models (collectively, “CMIP3+5”), the most striking feature of projected windstress change is a decrease centred around 40°S and an
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**Figure 1.** Sea level (m), zonal windstress ($10^{-3}$ Nm$^{-2}$) and windstress curl ($10^{-9}$ Nm$^{-3}$) change for (left) CMIP3 models and (middle) CMIP5 models and (right) zonal mean. (a–c) Mean CMIP3+5 sea level change, (d–f) mean CMIP3+5 zonal windstress change, (g–i) mean CMIP3+5 windstress curl change, (j–l) mean sea level change with FAMOUS forced by the windstress anomalies. The change is given by the difference between the mean of the tenth decade and the mean of the first decade of the simulations. The sea level change is relative to the global mean. The sea level and windstress change have been interpolated on a common grid of 3.75° longitude by 2.5° latitude (FAMOUS grid) prior to calculating the mean and the sea level change in inland seas has been masked. The shaded area indicates the zone considered in Figure 3. The CMIP3 models are forced by the SRESA1B emissions scenario and the CMIP5 models by the 1%CO2 scenario, i.e., an increase of CO2 by 1% per year.
increase around 60°S of the zonal component in the Southern Ocean, which is interpreted as a strengthening and a poleward shift [Fyfe and Saenko, 2006] (Figures 1d–1f). The change in windstress curl in this region consequently displays a meridional dipole with lower values south of 50°S and higher values between 50°S and 35°S (Figures 1g–1i). Similar windstress trends are observed and simulated for the recent past [Cai and Cowan, 2007]. The windstress change is similar in CMIP3 and CMIP5, but the initial bias in the Southern Ocean (the zonal windstress position is too equatorward in the control simulations) is slightly reduced in CMIP5 [Swart and Fyfe, 2012].

3. Simulations Forced by Windstress Changes

Windstress changes can affect sea level by modifying the barotropic circulation through Sverdrup balance, and by altering the baroclinic density structure through Ekman pumping and suction; for decadal changes, the latter is dominant [Lowe and Gregory, 2006]. To test the impact of the windstress change on sea level projections, we therefore require a 3D model with interactive surface buoyancy fluxes. We use the FAMOUS AOGCM [Jones, 2003; Smith et al., 2008], which is a low resolution version of HadCM3 [Gordon et al., 2000]. Its ocean component has a resolution of 3.75° longitude by 2.5° latitude with 20 levels. It is structurally very similar to HadCM3, and produces climate and climate-change simulations which are in good agreement with the corresponding simulations from HadCM3 [Smith et al., 2008], yet it runs about twenty times faster than HadCM3. However, like all models, FAMOUS has biases in its simulated climatology, which will unavoidably affect the results, as discussed below. For comparison with an AOGCM of higher resolution, we have run similar experiments with MIROC3.2 (medres) [K-1 Model Developers, 2004], whose ocean grid is 1.4° in longitude, varies in latitude (from 0.56° at the equator to 1.4° at high latitudes) and has 44 vertical levels. Because it is more time-consuming we run only two simulations with this model.

We calculate the monthly zonal and meridional windstress difference between the scenario simulations and the corresponding controls. These windstress anomalies, interpolated in time between months, are added to the daily mean windstress fields as calculated in the FAMOUS
atmosphere model before applying them to the ocean model. Hence, in the simulations run with FAMOUS and MIROC 3.2, the CMIP3+5 zonal and meridional windstress anomalies are an external momentum forcing of the ocean, and there is no other forcing. We compare the simulated sea level change in our two models in response to CMIP3+5 windstress forcing with that projected by the CMIP3+5 models, in which all surface fluxes evolve in response to changing atmospheric composition.

FAMOUS forced by the CMIP3+5 windstress simulates sea level changes with ensemble mean (Figures 1j–1l) and standard deviation (Figures 2e and 2f) that are of the same order of magnitude as those from CMIP3+5 AOGCMs. The FAMOUS CMIP3+5 ensemble-mean fields are remarkably similar to each other (Figures 1j and 1k) but less similar to CMIP3+5 (Figures 1a and 1b), although there is a correspondence of some large-scale features, notably the zonal-mean dipole in the Southern Ocean. The latter is more zonal in character in CMIP3+5, which is partly due to the averaging of models which have different longitudinal patterns. Among the FAMOUS experiments, the pattern of sea level change in the Southern Ocean is relatively similar, but its amplitude differs; among the CMIP3+5 models, the pattern of sea level change shows greater diversity (Figures S1 and S2).

4. Role of Windstress Change in the Southern Ocean

To quantify the role of the windstress change in the Southern Ocean, for each CMIP3+5 model we compute the difference between the maximum and minimum of the zonal mean change within 40°–70°S in windstress curl, in sea level, and in sea level simulated by FAMOUS forced by the windstress change. Like the model mean, most individual models display a meridional dipole in the sea level change with lower values poleward. However, two CMIP3 models (marked with crosses in Figure 3) behave differently from the majority: CSIRO-Mk3.0 and GISS-AOM have a reversed dipole despite showing the meridional dipole for the windstress curl; thus they are not included in the correlation calculations. There is a strong correlation between the strength of the sea level change and the windstress change (Figure 3a, \( r = 0.69 \) and \( p < 0.01 \); \( r = 0.5 \) if the two models are not excluded), indicating a possible link between the windstress change and the sea level change.

The FAMOUS experiments forced only by windstress change show a very strong correlation between the sea level change produced and the windstress change applied (Figure 3b, \( r = 0.85 \) and \( p < 0.01 \)). The correlation between the sea level change in the CMIP3+5 models, and sea level change in FAMOUS forced only by the windstress change from corresponding CMIP3+5 models, is strong and significant (Figure 3c, \( r = 0.74 \) and \( p < 0.01 \)). From this we conclude that windstress change is the dominant cause of the sea level change pattern in the Southern Ocean in the CMIP3+5 models [cf. Landerer et al., 2007; Yin et al., 2010].

On the other hand, the relatively low sea level change in the Southern Ocean in UKMO-HadCM3 was found by Lowe and Gregory [2006] to be caused by heat flux forcing, and not by windstress forcing. Experiments with both FAMOUS (Figures S3e and S3f) and MIROC3.2 (Figures S3g and S3h) demonstrate that the windstress change simulated by the MIROC3.2 AOGCM produces the dipole of sea level change in the Southern Ocean [Suzuki and Ishii, 2011], as for most CMIP3+5 models, whereas the UKMO-HadCM3 windstress change does not (as found by Lowe and Gregory [2006]). This qualitative agreement in response by the two models we have run in this work gives confidence in the method we have used.

A zonal-mean cross-section of the ensemble-mean temperature change in FAMOUS (Figure S4c) shows that in the Southern Ocean the windstress forcing produces warming, most pronounced at the surface, above an interface which slants downwards from a shallow depth near Antarctica to
4000 m at 45°S, and cooling below this interface (note that the cross-section of temperature change in the CMIP3+5 simulations differs from this because they are not forced by windstress change only, and in particular show a general warming). The relative sea level rise north of 50°S is due to the warming, and the relative sea level fall south of 50°S due to the cooling (in the depth-mean).

[15] We can attribute the pattern of temperature change to the processes which affect temperature using diagnostics in FAMOUS [Gregory, 2000]. The increased zonal windstress changes the advection of heat (the net result of resolved velocities and parameterized eddy-induced transport), shifting the subsurface temperature gradient southward, steepening the isopycnals and causing the water below the surface to warm. Near Antarctica this is outweighed by the effects of increased convection, due to reduced sea ice cover, which warms the surface and cools the subsurface, including the Antarctic Bottom Water. The change of temperature in MIROC3.2 forced by the windstress anomalies is similar (Figures S4c and S4d). The cooling penetrates less deeply, due to the greater stratification in MIROC3.2 than in FAMOUS (Figures S4a and S4b).

5. Conclusions and Discussion

[16] The CMIP5 models show a large model spread in projections of regional sea level change, particularly in high latitudes, although the model spread is somewhat smaller than in CMIP3. The model mean pattern is similar to CMIP3. In both CMIP3 and CMIP5, the most prominent feature is a zonal dipole in the Southern Ocean, comprising a band of sea level rise larger than the global mean north of 50°S, a band of sea level rise less than the global mean south of 50°S, and a consequently intensified meridional sea level gradient. Our simulations indicate that, through its effect on the distribution of ocean heat content, the change of windstress is the dominant factor explaining this feature, and that most of the differences among the models in the magnitude of this feature arise from their different windstress changes. This highlights the need for reliable projections of windstress changes to reduce uncertainty in prediction of regional sea level change, especially in the Southern Ocean.

[17] In some other regions, the different windstress changes are partially responsible for the different patterns of regional sea level change. In the Indian Ocean, FAMOUS forced by the windstress change shows a similar change to CMIP3+5 with higher sea level relative to the global mean. In the Arctic Ocean, FAMOUS forced by windstress change shows a sea level rise of about half the size of CMIP3+5. The remaining part of the sea level increase in this region is probably related to freshening due to increased freshwater input [Russell et al., 2000; Gregory et al., 2001; Landerer et al., 2007]. In the North Pacific, FAMOUS forced by windstress change has a smaller signal than CMIP3+5. The rise in sea level is due to the poleward shift of the subtropical gyre because of the change of winds. The small sea level change in FAMOUS is corroborated by the two simulations with MIROC3.2, indicating that other processes are also playing a role. In other regions, either the local sea level rise does not differ significantly from the mean or the windstress does not account for the sea level changes.

[18] The representation of the stratosphere and of ozone evolution is particularly relevant, because of their strong influence on the windstress simulation in this region [Son et al., 2010]. An ozone-induced reduction of the windstress trend would directly impact the Southern Ocean by reducing the meridional sea level change dipole.

[19] Most ocean models that are currently used for climate projections do not resolve mesoscale eddies explicitly. Resolving them in higher resolution models could modify the sea level change in the Southern Ocean due to the eddy-saturation effect which counteracts the isopycnal changes induced by increased Ekman transport, as suggested by recent observations [Böning et al., 2008]. However, Suzuki et al. [2005] showed similar sea level changes in an eddy-permitting model and a lower-resolution version of the same model; further work is required on this aspect.
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